In 1985, Dunwoody showed that finitely presentable groups are accessible. Dunwoody's result was used to show that context-free groups, groups quasi-isometric to trees or finitely presentable groups of asymptotic dimension 1 are virtually free.
Notation and background
Let G be a discrete, finitely generable, multiplicative group, fixed throughout the article.
Let Γ = (Γ, V Γ, EΓ, ι, τ ) be an oriented graph fixed throughout the article.
Recall that Γ is a set with a specified non-empty subset V Γ, EΓ is the complement of V Γ in Γ, and ι, τ are functions from EΓ to V Γ. The elements of V Γ are called vertices, the elements of EΓ are called edges and the functions ι, τ : EΓ → V Γ are called incidence functions.
For two subsets A, B of a set S, the complement of A∩B in A will be denoted by A − B (and not by A \ B since we let G\Y denote the set of G-orbits of a left G-set Y ).
A sequence is a set endowed with a specified listing of its elements, usually represented as a vector in which the coordinates are the elements of (the underlying set of) the sequence. For two sequences A, B, their concatenation will be denoted A ∨ B.
We will find it useful to have a notation for intervals in Z that is different from the notation for intervals in R.
Let i, j, n ∈ Z. We write [j↓i] to be the reverse of the sequence [i↑j] , that is, (j, j − 1, . . . , i + 1, i).
We shall use sequence notation to define families of indexed symbols. Let v be a symbol. For each k ∈ Z, we let v k denote the ordered pair (v, k). We let
Also, v [i↑∞[ := (v i , v i+1 , v i+2 , . . .). We define v [j↓i] to be the reverse of the sequence v [i↑j] . Now suppose that v [i↑j] is a sequence in the group G, that is, there is a specified map v [i↑j] → G. We treat the elements of v [i↑j] as elements of G, possibly with repetitions, and we define
Let S be a set. Suppose that v [i↑j] is a sequence in the set of subsets of S, then we define ∩v [i↑j] := ∩ k∈ [i↑j] v k and ∪v [i↑j] 
Let EΓ ±1 := EΓ × {−1, 1} and for e ∈ EΓ, let e −1 denote (e, −1), e = e 1 denote (e, 1) and we extend ι, τ to EΓ ±1 defining ιe −1 = τ e and τ e −1 = ιe. A path γ in Γ is a pair of sequences (v [0↑n] , e [1↑n] ), where v [0↑n] is a sequence in V Γ, e [1↑n] is a sequence in EΓ ±1 such that for i ∈ [1 ↑ n], ιe i = v i−1 and τ e i = v i . The length of γ is n. The path is closed if v 0 = v n . The path γ is geodesic if for any other path (u [0↑m] , f [1↑m] ) in Γ with u 0 = v 0 and v n = u m , n ≤ m.
A sequence v [0↑n] in V Γ, is a path in V Γ if there exists a sequence e [1↑n] in EΓ ±1 such that (v [0↑n] , e [1↑n] ) is a path in Γ. We use d Γ or simply d to denote the path metric on V Γ. That is, d Γ (u, v) = n if there exists a geodesic path (v [0↑n] , e [1↑n] ) in Γ with v 0 = u and v n = v and d Γ (u, v) = ∞ if no such geodesic path exists.
Let X be a finite generating set of G. The graph Γ is the Cayley graph of G with respect to X if V Γ = G, EΓ = G × X and for (g, x) ∈ EΓ, ι(g, x) = g and τ (g, x) = g · x. In this case, for g ∈ G, we put |g| := d Γ (1, g).
Introduction and outline
A group is virtually free if it has a free subgroup of finite index.
By Stalling's ends theorem, G has more than one end if and only if there exists a G-tree with finite edge stabilizers such that no vertex is stabilized by G.
The group G is accessible if there exists a G-tree with finite edge stabilizers, and each vertex stabilizer having at most one end.
The group G is context-free if for every finite generating set X of G, the set
is a context-free language. See Review 4.24 for a complete definition. In 1983, Muller and Schupp [17, Theorem III] showed that G is context-free and accessible if and only if G is virtually free.
By [17, Theorem I], a group is context-free if every closed path in the Cayley graph is k-triangulable. In particular it follows that being context-free can be expressed in terms of the Cayley graph and that context-free groups are finitely presentable.
In 1985, Dunwoody [7] proved that finitely presented groups are accessible, and so the accessibility hypothesis of [17, Theorem III] can be removed.
In this article we investigate how to characterize virtual freeness of a group in terms of its Cayley graph. Using an accessiblility result (Theorem 3.2) which is implicit in an earlier paper of Dunwoody [6] of 1979 we obtain new proofs of several results which originally used the accessibility of finitely presented groups. Let us list these results.
Let Γ be the Cayley graph of G, then G is virtually free if and only if one of the following hold:
(1) There exists m ≥ 0 such that every closed path in Γ is m-triangulable (see [17, Theorems I and III] ).
(2) Γ is quasi-isometric to a Cayley graph of a free group (see [11, 7.19] (4) Γ admits a uniform spanning tree ( [20] ).
(5) The ends of Γ have finite diameter ( [20] ).
(6) Γ has finite strong tree-width ( [15] ).
The original proofs of (1)-(3) directly invoke the accesibility of finitely presentable groups. The proofs of (4)-(6) invoke (1) . As (1) is equivalent to G being context-free, we found two other characterizations of G being virtually free: (7) There exists a generating set of G and k ≥ 0 such that every k-locally geodesic in G is a geodesic ([12]) (8) There exists a generating set of G such that G admits a (regular) broomlike combing with respect to the generating set( [2] ).
In section 3, we will review the classical geometric characterization of G being virtually free in terms of actions on trees. We will use an accessibility result of Dunwoody of 1979, implicit in [6] .
In section 4, we show the equivalence of many conditions for graphs. Using results of section 3, we will show that the Cayley graph of G satisfies any of these conditions if and only if G is virtually free. In particular, we give new proofs of (1),(2),(4)- (6) .
At the end of the section, we recall the definition of a context-free group in Review 4.24, and we make some remarks about the connection of the mtriangulations with the characterizations (7) and (8) .
In section 5, we review the concept of asymptotic dimension. We use (1) to give a proof of (3).
Classical approach
In this section, using a theorem of Dunwoody, we show that G is virtually free if and only if G acts on a tree with finite stabilizers.
3.1 Definitions. Let S be a set and let (G, S) denote the maps from G to S. Let α ∈ (G, S) and g ∈ G. There is a natural right G-set structure on (G, S) defined by αg(h) = α(hg) for all h ∈ G.
The set R is almost contained in S, written R ⊂ a S, if {r ∈ R : r / ∈ S} is finite. If R ⊂ a S and S ⊂ a R, then the sets R and S are almost equal, and it is denoted by R = a S.
Let S be a right G-set.
Stallings' ends theorem relates almost invariant sets of G with graph of groups decompositions of G. In [14] , using Stallings' theorem, Karrass, Pietrowski and Solitar showed that finitely generable virtually free groups act on trees with finite stabilizers. We will follow the approach to the theory of Dunwoody [6] , using the following result. To complete the proof, it is enough to show that (A3) implies (A4). Let g, h ∈ G and suppose first that G is free. Let X be a free generating set for G, and S = {1} ∪ X ∪ X −1 . Let α ∈ (G, S) be the function that assigns to each g ∈ G − {1} the first generator of the free reduced word in X representing g and α(1) = 1.
Let Γ be the Cayley graph of G with respect to X. Geometrically, α is the function that collapses each connected component of
to a vertex. Suppose that |g| < |h|. Then (αg)(h) = α(hg) = α(h). Hence αg = a α. Let β ∈ (G, S), β = a α and assume g = 1. We will show that g / ∈ G β , the G-stabilizer of β.
for infinitely many n ∈ [1 ↑ ∞[, and thus (βg 2n )(1) = β(1) for infinitely many n. Hence g / ∈ G β . If g is not cyclically reduced, then α(g) = α(g −1 ) and there exist
). By the previous discussion, g 1 / ∈ G (βk) and hence g / ∈ G β . We consider now the general case. Let H be a finite-index free subgroup of G, S a finite set and α ∈ (H, S) an almost-right-H-invariant function such that for all β = a α, H β is finite.
Let R be a transversal for the left H-multiplication in G. For each g ∈ G, denote by h g and r g the unique elements h g ∈ H and r g ∈ R such that g = h g r g . Let α : G → S be defined by α(g) = α(h g ).
For s ∈ S,
Hence α is almost-right-G-stable. Let β = a α. For all but a finite number of g ∈ G β βg = βh g = β.
Let β be the restriction of β to H. Then for all but a finite number of g ∈ G β βh g = β. As β = a α, it follows that G β is finite.
Equivalent graph conditions
Throughout T = (V T, ET, ι T , τ T ) will be a fixed graph.
We show the equivalence of many conditions for Γ in a succession of Lemmas. We summarize the results in Theorem 4.7. Furthermore, for Cayley graphs, these conditions characterize virtual freeness. The map φ is Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant λ > 0 such that for all
The map φ is large-scale Lipschitz if there exists a constant λ > 0 and a constant C ≥ 0 such that for all
The map φ is bornologous if for every ǫ > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for all
The map φ is coarse if it is bornologous and the inverse image, under φ, of each bounded subset of Y , is a bounded set of X.
The maps φ, φ ′ : X → Y are close to each other if there exists C > 0 such that for all x ∈ X, d Y (φ(x), φ ′ (x)) < C. Let C be a class of maps. We say that X and Y are C-equivalent if there exist maps φ : X → Y and ψ : Y → X in the class C such that φ • ψ and ψ • φ are close to the identity.
Two metric spaces are X and Y quasi-isometric if they are large-scale Lipschitz equivalent.
A uniform spanning tree of Γ is a tree T with a bijective map φ : V T → V Γ such that φ and φ −1 are Lipschitz continuous.
The following result follows immediately from the definitions.
Lemma. φ Lipschitz continuous
⇒ φ large-scale Lipschitz ⇒ φ bornologous.
Remark.
Recall that the Cayley graphs of G with respect to different generating sets are quasi-isometric. Hence the quasi-isometric equivalence class of G is well defined. Recall also that a group G is quasi-isometric to any finite index subgroup. Hence Cayley graphs of virtually free groups are quasi-isometric to trees. See [11, Proposition 3.19] .
and obtain a new m-sequence
An m-sequence is m-triangulable if it has length ≤ 3 or if there exists an m-reduction that produces a sequence which is m-triangulable. We still need some more definitions, however we state now the main theorem of this section. The proof is broken into a series of Lemmas, and definitions will be introduced as needed.
Theorem. Let Γ be graph. Then the following are equivalent:
(B1). Γ admits a uniform spanning tree.
(B2). Γ is quasi-isometric to a tree. (B3). Γ is bornologous equivalent to a tree.
(B4). There exists m > 1 such that every 1-sequence in V Γ is m-triangulable.
(B5).
There exists m > 1 such that for every u, v, z ∈ V Γ and every path γ from u to v the inequality
holds.
(B6).
There exists m > 1 such that for every z ∈ V Γ and every n ∈ [0 ↑ ∞[, the boundaries of Γ − {g ∈ G : |g| ≤ n} have diameter less than or equal to m.
(B7). Γ admits a strong tree decomposition of uniformly bounded diameter.
Moreover if Γ is the Cayley graph of G with respect to a finite generating set, then (B1)-(B7) and the following are equivalent:
(B8). The ends of Γ have uniformly bounded diameter.
(B9). There exists m ′ > 0 such that for every u, v ∈ V Γ, every path γ from u to v and every z in the geodesic from u to v the inequality d(z, γ) ≤ m ′ holds.
(A3). G is virtually free. (A4). There exists a finite set S and an almost-right-G-invariant function
Proof. Notice that the value of the constant m may be different from one condition to another.
By Theorem 3.3 (A4)⇒(A3), by Remark 4.3 (A3)⇒(B2). By Lemma 4.2, (B1) ⇒ (B2) ⇒ (B3).
The scheme of the rest of the proof is the following. First we close a cycle of implications from (B1) to (B7) and back to (B1).
Then we show (B7)⇒ (B8)⇒ (B9)⇒ (A4). Notice that (B9) is a particular case of (B5), with m ′ = 3/2m. The reader interested in showing the Muller and Schupp Theorem or that virtually free groups are quasi-isometric to trees can go from Lemma 4.10 directly to Lemma 4.22.
We start now the proof of the Theorem. The following useful Lemma is a classic result of Nielsen [18] . See also [16 
Proof. We will argue by induction on the length of the m-sequence. By definition all m-sequences of length ≤ 3 are m-triangulable. Let v [0↑n] be an m-sequence in V T with n ≥ 4 and assume that any shorter m-sequence is m-triangulable.
Let T ′ be the smallest connected subgraph of T containing v [0↑n] . Hence T ′ is a locally finite tree and it can be identified with a subgraph of the Cayley graph of a free group F with respect to a free generating set X. We may think of v [0↑n] as a sequence in F.
By the induction hypothesis, it is enough to show that v [0↑n] is m-reducible
, let a i be the maximal common prefix of w i and w
n be the common prefix of w 1 and w
We restrict then to the case
n . By construction, there are no reductions on the product
Suppose the former, the discussion for the latter is analogous. As
In the case |c j+1 | > m/2 we conclude that d(v j , v j+2 ) ≤ m and hence v [0↑n] is m-reducible.
Corollary ((B3) ⇒(B4)). Let T be a tree and suppose that Γ is bornologous equivalent to T . Then for every
There exists
is an m-sequence in V T and, by Lemma 4.8, it is m-triangulable.
4.10 Lemma ((B4) ⇒(B5)). Let m > 1. Let Γ be a graph such that every 1-sequence in V Γ is m-triangulable. Then for every u, v, z ∈ V Γ and any path x [0↑n] in V Γ from u to v, the following inequality holds:
] is a 1-sequence and hence it is m-triangulable. (1) holds. Thus, we may assume that
There exists a sequence 
In this event (u
Summing up the three inequalities we get
which is equivalent to (1).
Remark.
Recall that the Gromov product of x, y ∈ V Γ based at z is
Hence (1) can be reformulated as for all x, y, z ∈ V Γ and all paths γ from x to
m.
As we mentioned, readers not interested in (B6)-(B8) can go directly to Lemma 4.22.
4.12 Definitions. Let S ⊂ Γ and z ∈ V Γ. The boundary of S is
The ball of center z and radius n, written B z (n), is the complete subgraph of Γ, having all the vertices v ∈ V Γ at distance at most n from z as vertex set.
Lemma ((B5)⇒(B6)
Proof. Fix z ∈ V Γ and n ∈ [0 ↑ ∞[ and let u, v ∈ V Γ be in the boundary of a connected component of Γ − B z (n). Let
4.14 Definition. Let (X, d) be a metric space, P a partition of X and r > 0. The r-graph associated to P is an unoriented graph ∆ with vertex set P and an edge between v, u ∈ P if and only if d(u, v) < r.
A strong tree decomposition of V Γ is a partition P of V Γ such that the 1-graph associated to P is a tree.
A strong tree decomposition P has uniformly bounded diameter (resp. finite width) if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all S ∈ P, diam Γ (S) < K (resp. |S| < K).
Lemma.
If there is a strong tree decomposition P of Γ with uniformly bounded diameter and the degrees of the vertices of Γ are uniformly bounded, the strong tree decomposition also has finite width.
Proof. Let k > 0 such that for all S ∈ P, diam Γ (S) < K. Let k 1 be a uniform bound of the degrees of the vertices of Γ. For S ∈ P, let Y be a minimal subtree of Γ containing all vertices of S. A ball of radius k in a regular tree of degree k 1 has at most k Moreover, if the degrees of the vertices of Γ are uniformly bounded by k 1 > 0, the strong tree decomposition also has finite width.
Hence, for all S ∈ P, diam Γ (S) < k. Let ∆ be the 1-graph associated to the partition P. To show that ∆ is a tree, it is enough to show that a closed path (
Without loss of generality, assume that l > 1. By construction, there are no edges joining a vertex with itself, hence, for
For some t > 0, S m−1 and S m+1 are the boundaries of the connected component of Γ − B z (t) containing S m . Hence S m−1 = S m+1 and the path is reducible.
If the degrees of the vertices of Γ are unifomly bounded, then, by Lemma 4.15, the strong tree decomposition also has finite width.
Lemma ((B7)⇒(B1)).
Suppose that Γ admits a strong tree decomposition of uniformly bounded diameter. Then Γ admits a uniform spanning tree. Proof. Let P be a partition of V Γ into sets of diameter ≤ k such that the 1-graph associated to P is a tree. For each S ∈ P, take v S ∈ V Γ with v S ∈ S.
Let T be the tree with vertex set V Γ, such that for all S ∈ P and all v ∈ S − {v S } there is an edge joining v and v S , and for all S, R ∈ P with d(R, S) = 1 there is an edge joining v S and v R .
Let u, v ∈ V Γ, u = v, u ∈ S, v ∈ R, and S, R ∈ P.
Notice that we have proved the equivalence between (B1)-(B7).
4.18
Remark. There exists the more general concept of a tree decomposition of a graph, which we will not use here. This concept is important in the theory of graph minors. In [15] , Kuske and Lohrey characterize virtual freeness in terms of the tree decompositions. By Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.7 of [15] , a vertex-transitive locally-finite graph admits a strong tree decomposition of finite width and uniformly bounded diameter if and only if Γ has a tree decomposition of finite width.
Hence, for Cayley graphs, all these concepts turn out to be equivalent. 
Lemma ((B7)⇒(B8)). If the vertices of Γ have uniformly bounded degree and Γ has a strong tree decomposition of uniformly bounded diameter, then the ends of Γ have uniformly bounded diameter.
Proof. By Lemma 4.16, there exist k and k 1 and a strong tree decomposition P of Γ such that for all S ∈ P, diam S < k and |S| < k 1 .
We may consider P as the vertex set of a locally finite tree T.
The path p can be viewed as an infinite sequence v [0↑∞[ in V T = P with d(v i , v i+1 ) ≤ 1 which repeats a vertex at most k 1 times. Hence for B ∈ BT, either p ⊂ a B or p ⊂ a V T − B.
We construct a sequence B Proof. Let k > 0 be a uniform bound of the diameter on the ends of Γ. Let
. Then S is finite and t ∈ S. Let m > 0 such that
and diam(S) < m. Let u, v, z, η and γ, be as in the hypothesis. As Γ is vertex transitive, we may assume that z = t.
As z is in the geodesic η,
Combining (3) and (4)
, but this is impossible since k > 0. Hence i = j and then path γ goes through ∂B i . Hence, by (2), d(z, γ) < m.
Now we connect the graph conditions using Theorem 3.2.
Lemma ((B9)⇒(A4))
. Let Γ be a Cayley graph of a group G with respect to a finite generating set X. Let m > 0 such that for all u, v ∈ V Γ, any geodesic η from u to v, any z ∈ η and any path γ from u to v, d(z, γ) ≤ m.
Then there exists a finite set S and an almost-right-G-invariant function α ∈ (G, S) such that for all β = a α, the right-stabilizer of β is finite.
Proof. If G is finite, the result is trivial. So, we assume that G is infinite. Let S be the partition of G formed by the (vertex set of the) connected components of Γ − B 1 (m) and (the vertex set of) B 1 (m). Let α : G → S be the function satisfying g ∈ α(g) for all g ∈ G.
Fix g ∈ G, and let 
m). Thus α(h)g = α(h).
This shows that α is almost-right-G-invariant.
Let β = a α. There exists n ∈ [0 ↑ ∞[ such that α and β agree on {g ∈ G : |g| > n}.
Let g ∈ G such that |g| > 2n + 2, and g = Πx [1↑|g|] . Let h = Πx [1↑n+1] . Hence, as the geodesic from h −1 to h −1 g goes through 1, any path from h −1 to h −1 g goes through B 1 (m) and hence h −1 and h −1 g lie in different connected components of Γ − B 1 (m). Therefore
and hence g does not stabilize β. Thus G β is finite.
Compare the proof of the Lemma with the proof of (A3) implies (A4) in Theorem 3.3.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7
4.23 Remarks. The equivalence between (B5) and (A3) is due to Muller and Schupp [17] . By [17, Theorem I], a group is context-free if and only if (B5) holds. The equivalence between (B2) and (A3) is attributed to Gromov and appears explicitly in [11, Thm 7.19] .
The equivalence between (B1), (B4) and (B8) appears in the article of Woess [20] . Woess uses the result of Muller and Schupp to conclude the equivalence of these conditions with (A3).
The equivalence between (B7) and (A3) is due to Kuske and Lohrey [15] . See Remark 4.18.
4.24 Review. The original result of Muller and Schupp [17] is about contextfree groups. For completeness we recall the definition.
By X * we denote the free monoid freely generated by a set X. A subset L of X * is a language over X. We identify X * with the set of sequences in X with the operation given by concatenation.
Usually the languages are classified either by the type of grammars that generate the language or by the type of automatons that recognize the sequences in the language. We follow the second approach.
A language L is regular, if it is accepted by a finite-state automaton.
A finite-state automaton A over X is a quadruple A = (V, v, λ, S) where V is a finite set, called the set of states, v ∈ V is the initial state, λ : V × X → V is a function and S is a subset of V , called the set of accepting states. It is useful to think A as an oriented labelled graph with vertex set V and edges labelled by x ∈ X starting at u and ending at λ(u, x) for u ∈ V.
A sequence x [1↑n] in X is recognized by an automaton if there exists a se-
A language L is context-free, if it is accepted by a push-down automaton. It can also be defined as a language generated by a context-free grammar.
Roughly speaking, a push-down automaton is a finite-state automaton with a memory stack. Now the transition function λ, depends on the state and the top symbol of the stack, and outputs a new state and modify the top of the stack, by deleting, adding or keeping the top symbol.
Formally, a push-down automaton A over X is a 6-tuple A = (V, v, λ, S, Σ, α), where V, v and S are as for the finite-state automaton, Σ is a finite set and α ∈ Σ, and the function λ : V × X × Σ * → V × Σ * satisfies that if (u, β) = λ(w, x, γ) then β is either equal to γ or obtained from γ by either adding a symbol at the end of the sequence, or deleting the last symbol of the sequence.
A sequence x [1↑n] in X is recognized by the automaton if there exist sequences
Given a group G and a finite generating set X of G, we say that (G, X) is regular (respectively context-free) if the set L(G, X) of the sequences x [1↑n] ∈ (X ±1 ) * such that Πx [1↑n] = 1 in G is a regular (respectively context-free) language. It can be shown that if X ′ is another finite generating set of G and L(G, X) is regular (respectively context-free), then L(G, X ′ ) is also regular (respectively context-free).
The regular groups are exactly the finite ones. This is a classical result of Anisimov.
The Muller-Shupp theorem states that context-free groups are exactly the virtually free ones.
4.25
Remarks. There exist other characterizations of virtual-freeness that involve language conditions. For example, in [2] , Bridson and Gilman show that it is possible to put more structure on the spanning tree of (B1) of Theorem 4.7. In particular they show that a group G is virtually free if and only if there exists a finite generating set X of G such that G admits a regular broomlike combing with respect to X.
We remark that the result holds for any finite generating set. Let µ : X * → G be a surjective monoid morphism. A subset L of X * is a combing with respect to X if the restriction of µ to L is a bijection with G. The combing is broomlike if there exists a constant k such that for all u, v ∈ L where
The subset L is a regular broomlike combing with respect to X for G, if L is a regular language and a broomlike combing with respect to X for G.
The monoid X * has a natural tree structure, and hence L inherits a tree structure. It is not hard to show that L with the bijection µ : L → G is a uniform spanning tree.
Another result in the same spirit, can be found in [12] , where Gilman, Hermiller, Holt and Rees proved the following: a group G is virtually free, if and only if there exists a finite generating set X and a constant m, such that every m-locally geodesic sequence in G is geodesic.
We remark that this result does not hold in general for every finite generating set.
Let
The sequence is a m-locally geodesic sequence, if any subsequence of length m is geodesic.
Again this characterization can be partially connected to the present work. Using the ideas of [12, Proposition 1], it is not hard to show that if every m-locally geodesic sequence is geodesic, then every 1-sequence is (4m + 1)-triangulable.
Asymptotic dimension
In this section we give an elementary introduction to groups of asymptotic dimension 1. A general reference about the topic is [19, Chapter 9] .
The concept of asymptotic dimension was introduced by Gromov in [9] . He proposed two different definitions of what asymptotic dimension should be, which turn out to be equivalent. See [19, Theorem 9.9] . We will use the following.
Definition.
A metric space (X, d) has asymptotic dimension at most n, if for every m > 0, there exists a partition P of X into sets of uniformly bounded diameter such that the m-graph of P is (n + 1)-colorable, where the m-graph of P has vertex set P and two elements of P are joined by an edge if they are at distance at most m.
We write adim Γ ≤ n if the asymptotic dimension of Γ is at most n, and adim Γ = n if adim Γ ≤ n and adim Γ n − 1.
The asymptotic dimension is invariant under coarse equivalence. Hence, the asymptotic dimension of a finitely generable group is just the asymptotic dimension of its Cayley graph with respect to a finite generating set.
The following observation is straightforward from Definition 5.1.
Observation.
The Cayley graph Γ of a finitely generated group G has asymptotic dimension at most n, if for every m > 0 there exist two functions z, r : G → G such that g = z(g)r(g), r(G) is finite and there is a function color :
5.3 Remark. If adim G = 0 then G is finite.
Lemma. Let T be a tree with the degrees of the vertices uniformly bounded.
Then, adim T ≤ 1.
Proof. Let m > 0 and fix a vertex z ∈ V T. Let
Let P be the partition of V T consisting of connected components of A n,2 intersected with A n+1,1 for all n ∈ [−1 ↑ ∞[. Since the degrees of the vertices are uniformly bounded, there exists R > 0 such that diam S < R for all S ∈ P.
For S ∈ P, let color(S) = 0 if S ⊂ A 2k,1 for some k ∈ [0 ↑ ∞[, and color(S) = 1 otherwise.
Let S, S ′ ∈ P with color(S) = color(S ′ ), S = S ′ . Then S ⊂ A 2k+ε,1 and S ′ ∈ A 2k ′ +ε,1 , with ε ∈ {0, 1}. 5.6 Theorem. Let G = H ⋉ K. If G is finitely generable and K is locally finite, then adim G = adim H.
Proof. As G is finitely generable, so is H. Let A be a finite generating set of H and let B be a finite subset of
We will denote d X and d A simply by d . Let h ∈ H and k ∈ K. A geodesic expression for hk has the form w 0 , a 1 , w 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , w n where a 1 , . . . , a n are elements of A ±1 and w 0 , . . . , w n are words in B ±1 . As h = a 1 · · · a n , k = (a 1 · · · a n ) −1 w 0 a 1 w 1 a 2 · · · a n w n ,
Hence,
Fix m > 0. We are going to show that adim(
In particular T is a finite subset of K, and hence F = T is a finite subgroup of K. Let J be a transversal for the right F -multiplication action in K.
By definition of T , f −1 i i −1 jf j ∈ T ⊂ F and hence i = j. This proves that
For g ∈ G there exist unique h g ∈ H, k g ∈ K, j g ∈ J and f g ∈ F such that g = h g k g and j g f g = r H (hg) k g , and hence
Thus the functions z, r : G → G, z(g) = z H (h g )j g and r(g) = f g r H (h g ), are well defined and g = z(g)r(g) for all g ∈ G, z(G) ⊆ F r H (H) is finite. Let color(z(g)) = color(z H (h g )). We have to show that for g 1 , g 2 ∈ G if z(g 1 ) = z(g 2 ) and color(z(
≥ m.
Definition (Lamplighter group).
The wreath product H ≀ G of a group H by a group G is the semidirect product
where G acts on ⊕H by multiplication on the coordinates. Let C n denote the cyclic group of order n. The lamplighter group is the group C 2 ≀ C ∞ . The standard presentation of the lamplighter group arises from the wreath product structure
, m, n ∈ Z .
Corollary.
The lamplighter group has asymptotic dimension 1.
5.9 Definition. Let Γ be a graph and γ = (u [0↑n] , e [1↑n] ) be a closed path in Γ.
A diagram over Γ for γ is a pair (D, φ) where D is a compact, planar, simply connected 2-complex with a fixed embedding in R 2 and φ is a graph map from the underlying graph of D to Γ such that the boundary of D maps to γ.
A triangular diagram over Γ for γ is a diagram (D, φ) over Γ for γ where the boundary of each inner face of D has at most 3 edges.
Let C = X R be a presentation and Γ be the Cayley graph of X | R with respect to X. Let w = x [0↑n] be a sequence in X ±1 such that Πx For e ∈ ED, we call e strong if color(φ(ιe)) = color(φ(τ e)) otherwise we call it weak. Equivalently, e is strong if φ(e) ∈ E∆ and weak if φ(e) ∈ V ∆.
Let v ∈ V D, with v not in the boundary of D. Construction 1: If there exists an edge e ∈ ED such that v ∈ {ιe, τ e} and e is a weak edge, then φ(e) is a vertex and φ is compatible with collapsing e to a vertex in D. Collapsing the edge, we obtain a new triangular diagram (D ′ , φ ′ ) over ∆ for z(γ) with fewer inner vertices than D. Construction 2: Let star v denote the set of e ∈ ED such that v ∈ {ιe, τ e}. Suppose that all the elements of star v are strong edges.
Since all the faces adjacent to v have at most 3 edges, and if 2 edges of the face are strong, the other one should be weak, this implies that z is constant on all the vertices of star v different from v. Then we can modify φ to be constant in star v as follows. Let e ∈ star v, u ∈ {ιe, τ e} − {v}. Then we let D ′ = D and φ ′ | D−star v∪{v} = φ and φ ′ (star v ∪ {v}) = φ(u). Now applying the preceding construction, we reduce the number of inner vertices of V D.
5.13 Corollary. G is virtually free if and only if adim G = 1 and G finitely presentable.
5.14 Remark. The Theorem 5.12 can be reformulated for graphs as follows: let Γ be a graph with adim Γ ≤ 1 and H 1 (Γ) is generated by closed paths of length < L, then there exists k > 0 such that every 1-sequence in Γ is k-triangulable. Moreover, if K is finite then G is virtually free.
Proof. As H is free, there exists a section of H → G and G is a semidirect product.
By Theorem 5.6, adim G = 1. If G is finitely presentable then, by Theorem 5.12, G is virtually free. Hence, there exists a short exact sequence 1 → N → G f → Φ → 1 with N free and Φ finite. As K ∩ N = {1}, the restriction of f to K has trivial kernel, and hence K is finite. If K is finite, then as G is a semidirect product of finitely presentable groups, G is finitely presentable. Now, by Theorem 5.12, G is virtually free.
